DATAWINDfounder and CEO selected by Forbes among the
world’s most Impactful Social Entrepreneurs
EducationRevolutionaries list from Forbes showcases top 15CEOswho’s disruptive
technologies willshape tomorrow’s world.....!
New Delhi, 9 November’2012:Forbes international today released its annual Impact 15 list of the
education innovators that are harnessing disruptive technologies that change everything from the way
we teach grade school math to how we train the next generation teachers..Theglobal top 15
classroom revolutionary list recognizesindividuals who are using business practices to solve social
issues which will have the greatest impact on the world..
On being featured in the Forbes’ Impact 15 list,Suneet Singh Tuli, CEO, DATAWIND stated: “It’s
such an honor to be recognized by Forbes.They have recognized therevolution that is being created
by breaking the price barrier of computing and internet devices. The Aakashtablet computers will help
improving the quality of the Indian education system and the world, by bridging the digital divide. We
will continue with our efforts to provide affordability to the billions that have been left out of the
internet age.
Founded by brothers Raja and Suneet Singh Tuli, DATAWINDhas created the world’s cheapest tablet
computer, the Aakash 2, which has the potential to revolutionize educational access in the developing
world. As serial entrepreneurs, the brothers have taken two prior ventures public on the Nasdaq
stock market and Raja Singh Tuli has over 50 patents to his name across a whole range of
technologies. “We intend to use technology in order to fight poverty with a passion”, said Raja Singh
Tuli, DATAWIND’s Co-Chairman and Chief Technology Officer.
List of Classroom Revolutionaries comprises of Suneet Singh Tuli, CEO, DATAWIND along with
Eddy Cue - Apple, Anant Agrawal, Edex, Norman Atkins - Relay Graduate School of Education,
Stacey Childress - Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, Paul LeBlanc - Southern New Hampshire
University, Jose Ferreira -Knewton, Sal Khan - Khan Academy, Daphne Koller - Coursera, Alan
Louie -ImagineK12, Ted Mitchell -NewSchools Venture Fund, Ronald Packard -K12, Osman
Rashid - Kno, Sebastian Thrun - Udacity, Jessie Woolley-WilsonDreamBox Learning.
*Aakash 2 is being launched on 11 November, 2012 at VigyanBhavan.
About DATAWIND: DATAWIND is a leading provider of wireless web access products and services. Based on several
international patents, DATAWIND’s breakthrough technologies solve the bandwidth limitations of
cellular networks by accelerating content delivery by factors of 10x to 30x – resulting in a superior
mobile web experience at a lower cost.
Most recently, DATAWIND’sAakash/UbiSlatetablets have received worldwide attention, as the
Company executes a vision to empower the next 3 billion people with computing and internet access.

DATAWIND has been awarded UK’s Most Innovative Mobile Company for 2012. It’s products have
been awarded by CNBC TV 18 and Mercedes Benz, the Young Turks Innovation award, and been
finalists at the Mobile World Congress for Innovation in Education and at the CTIA Wireless Show for
the BiG Idea award.
DATAWIND has offices in Amritsar, London, Montreal,Mississauga and New Delhi.

